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If you have an announcement to include in the next newsletter, you can fill out the

web form here.

Upcoming Deadlines and Events

12–14 June: 11th Asia–Pacific International Conference on Lightning

(APL2019), Hong Kong

15 June: Submissions close for JGR: Atmospheres special collection of

papers from the 2017 AGU Fall Meeting session “A New Era of Lightning

Observations from Space”

8–18 July: 27th International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG)

General Assembly, Montréal, Que., Canada

28 July to 2 August: 16th Annual Meeting of the Asia Oceania

Geosciences Society (AOGS), Singapore

31 July: Abstract deadline for AGU Fall Meeting 2019

10–13 September: International Conference on Lightning and Static

Electricity (ICOLSE) 2019, Wichita, Kans.

9–13 December: AGU Fall Meeting 2019, San Francisco, Calif.

Open Call for Centennial Input

As part of AGU’s Centennial, we welcome your input for the “Top Pivotal



Developments in ASE” and, toward the future, the “Greatest Open

Questions” in ASE. These will be highlighted in Centennial celebrations

at Fall Meeting 2019. If you have good ideas for these, please contact

Maribeth Stolzenburg.

Announcements

Earth Networks currently has a postdoctoral researcher position

open. You can find the listing on the Earth Networks website:

https://www.earthnetworks.com/company/careers/.

For those attending the upcoming IUGG General Assembly, the first-ever IUGG

Womxn’s Networking Event invites participants. This gathering aims to

strengthen the community of womxn geoscientists. (Womxn are all women,

including cis and trans women.) The event will include a discussion of next

steps for networking and supporting womxn geophysicists. It takes place on 12

July in Montréal. RSVP here: https://forms.gle/EJB38Ws2F92LorWZ8.

AGU’s Education section asks you to join in celebrating teachers and

mentors as part of Centennial. Each of us has one or more key

individuals who opened our eyes, supported us, and encouraged us to

be our best as scientists and creative thinkers. Share your story of

appreciation, and the Education section will select up to 100 top

submissions for recognition. In the spirit of AGU’s Centennial, please

limit your comments to 100 words. Submissions opened on the Monday

(6 May 2019) of Teacher Appreciation Week  and close on UNESCO’s

World Teacher Day (5 October 2019).



Start making plans to attend AGU Fall Meeting 2019. As AGU celebrates

its Centennial, Fall Meeting 2019 will be a “once-in-a-lifetime

opportunity” to participate in special presentations and events that will

highlight the past, present, and future of our science. Also, Fall Meeting

returns to San Francisco this year, its home for more than 40 years, in

the newly renovated Moscone Center. Eight sessions in ASE have been

convened. The window to submit abstracts will be open from 15 June to

31 July.

ASE relies on member donations, and no contribution is too small. You

can donate via the AGU donations site by selecting “Atmospheric and

Space Electricity Section Fund” under “Sections (Formerly Focus

Groups).” Individuals who give $50 or more also help ASE take

advantage of the AGU Section Incentive Program, which enhances

member donations with a bonus to section funds depending on primary

affiliate participation rate. Please consider donating in 2019.

AGU always needs volunteers to achieve its mission. A variety of

opportunities are available, with a range of time commitments. Diverse

perspectives are needed, and more participation from ASE members is

actively sought. To help us identify opportunities that match your skills

and interests, check out AGU’s Volunteer Central site. The fine print: Not

everyone will be matched with a volunteer post. There is no obligation

to accept opportunities offered to you. You can instead send an email to

the ASE Exec Comm address below.

Interact with the ASE section online



Website  Now including back issues of the ASE newsletter—check it out!

Announcement submission  Any upcoming meetings, workshops, field projects

seeking collaborators, or other important news items your colleagues might

need to know?

Twitter

Facebook

Our Twitter and Facebook accounts are used to highlight ASE-relevant papers in AGU

journals as soon as the papers are published online.

ASE Executive Committee members can be reached by a single email:

Maribeth Stolzenburg, President

Morris Cohen, President-elect

Sonja Behnke, Secretary

Timothy Lang, Past President

Brant Carlson, Web Editor

AGU galvanizes a community of Earth and space scientists that collaboratively
advances and communicates science and its power to ensure a sustainable

future.
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